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In this paper we examine some narrowness conditions for Lie algebras over a
field F of characteristic zero. In particular we show that the natural analogs of the
main coclass conjectures for p-groups hold in the context of N-graded Lie algebras
L which are generated by their first homogeneous component L . While Lie1
algebras of finite coclass need not be soluble, we show that the positive part of the
w xWitt algebra Der F x is the only non-soluble N-graded Lie algebra L of coclass 1
which is generated by L and L . Q 1997 Academic Press1 2
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe coclass conjectures of Leedham-Green and Newman LGN played
an important role in the development of the theory of p-groups and
pro--groups in the past decade. Roughly speaking, the coclass conjectures
assert that narrow pro-p groups are well behaved. The remarkable accu-
 w x.racy of these conjectures see D, LG1, LG2, SZ1, Sh1 suggests the
possibility that a coclass theory could be developed for other objects, such
as Lie algebras.
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From a wider perspective, various narrowness conditions for Lie alge-
bras seem to deserve systematic study, since the most important algebras
 .are narrow in some sense e.g., have finite growth . Significant results on
the structure of simple narrow Lie algebras have recently been obtained by
w xMathieu M . However, the implications of narrowness conditions on
non-simple algebras are not well understood.
Let F be a fixed field of characteristic zero. All Lie algebras below are
assumed to be finitely generated and residually nilpotent Lie algebras o¨er
 .F. The coclass of such a Lie algebra L is defined by cc L s
  i iq1. .  . i dim L rL y 1 possibly infinity , where L is the lower centraliG1
series of L. Thus the coclass of a nilpotent n-dimensional Lie algebra of
class c is n y c; and an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra L has finite
coclass if and only if dim LirLiq1 s 1 for all sufficiently large i.
Lie algebras of coclass 1 are also referred to as Lie algebras of maximal
class, or as algebres filiformes. These algebras were considered by M.Á
w xVergne in the 1960s V1]V3 in her studies of the variety of all nilpotent
Lie algebras of given dimension n. Vergne showed that this variety has an
irreducible component of dimension exceeding n2 consisting entirely of
Lie algebras of maximal class. Thus Lie algebras of maximal class are
rather abundant and may not be easily classified.
w xWhile pro-p groups of finite coclass are always soluble SZ1 , this is not
the case for Lie algebras. Indeed, consider the following example
EXAMPLE A. Denote by W the positive part of the Witt algebra
 w x. iq1  .Der F x , namely the subalgebra spanned by e s x ­r­ x i G 1 . Theni
w x  .   :.we have e , e s j y i e , and so W is N-graded with W s e andi j iqj i i
is generated by W and W . Direct computation shows that for n G 2 we1 2
have W n s [ W . Therefore WrW 2 is 2-dimensional, while W irW iq1iiG nq1
 .i G 2 are all 1-dimensional. It follows that W has coclass 1. However, it
is clear that W is non-soluble.
It turns out that the situation is rather different if we focus on graded
Lie algebras generated by their first homogeneous component.
DEFINITION. Let F denote the collection of N-graded Lie algebras
 :L s [ L over F with the property that L s L .i 1iG1
Note that Lie algebras arising from nilpotent and residually nilpotent
groups using the lower central series have this property. The Lie algebras
of maximal class in F were classified by Vergne. She showed, in particular,
that F contains only one isomorphism type of infinite-dimensional Lie
algebras of maximal class, namely the one described below.
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 .EXAMPLE B. Let M be a linear space with a basis x, y i G 1 . Definei
Lie product on M by
w x w xy x s y and y y s 0 i , j G 1 . .i iq1 i j
Then M g F is an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of coclass 1 where
.L s Fx q Fy and L s Fy for i G 2 . The subspace I spanned by the1 1 i i
 .elements y i G 1 is an abelian ideal of codimension 1. We shall alsoi
 .denote M by M ` .
 .By forming quotients of M ` we obtain finite-dimensional Lie alge-
 .  .  .d  .bras of maximal class, namely M d s M ` rM ` d G 1 . Note that
 .  .dim M d s d for d G 2 and that M 1 s 0.
w xAccording to V3, Proposition 2 , if L g F is a finite-dimensional Lie
 .  .algebra of maximal class, then LrZ L ( M d for some d. Here we
extend this result to Lie algebras of arbitrary coclass.
In fact, our result is somewhat stronger, and can be naturally formulated
in terms of the following invariant.
DEFINITION. For a Lie algebra L, set
i iq1s L s i G 1 : dim L rL ) 1 . 4 .
 .For example, if L s [L g F, then s L equals the number of homo-i
geneous components whose degree exceeds one.
 .It is clear that s L - ` if and only if L has finite coclass, though the
 .coclass of L is not bounded above in terms of s L . On the other hand we
 .  .always have s L F cc L . Therefore structure theorems for algebras of
given value of s have immediate consequences for algebras of fixed
 .coclass. Let Z L denote the upper central series of L.i
We can now state our main result.
 .THEOREM 1.1. There exists a function f such that, if L g F and s s s L
- `, then
LrZ L ( M d .  .f  s.
for some d F `.
 .Our proof yields a function f which is polynomial of degree 4 in s.
 .Moreover, if L is infinite-dimensional then f s s s will do; and if L is
 .finite-dimensional, but its class exceeds a certain function g s , then
 .f s s 3s will do.
We now list some of the consequences of Theorem 1.1. First note that, if
 .  .cc L s r - `, then dim Z L is bounded above in terms of i and r ; ini
 .fact we have dim Z L F i q r for all i. We therefore obtain the follow-i
ing.
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 .COROLLARY 1.2. Let L g F and let r s cc L - `. Then L has an ideal
K satisfying
 .  .i dim K F f r , for a suitable function f , and1 1
 .  .ii LrK ( M d for some d F `.
 .  .In fact f r s f r q r will do.1
In particular, every finite-dimensional Lie algebra of finite coclass lying
in F can be lifted to an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of finite coclass
after factoring out an ideal of bounded dimension. This is somewhat
w U xreminiscent of LG2, Theorem A .
 .Since M d has an abelian ideal of codimension 1, Corollary 1.2 gives
rise to the following.
 .COROLLARY 1.3. Let L g F and let r s cc L - `. Then L has an ideal
I of codimension 1 satisfying
dim I 2 F f r , .1
 .for some function f as abo¨e .1
We note that the analogous result does not hold for p-groups.
w xThe next corollary shows that the analog of Conjecture A of LGN
holds for the Lie algebras in F.
 .COROLLARY 1.4. Let L g F with cc L s r - `. Then L has a nilpotent
ideal J of class at most two, satisfying
dim LrJ F f r , .2
for a suitable function f .2
 .  4If dim L s ` we show that f r s max r y 1, 1 will do; and if L is2
finite-dimensional, then we can take for f a certain polynomial function2
of degree 4.
Another consequence of Theorem 1.1 is the following result, bounding
 .  .the derived length dl L of L in terms of s L alone.
 .COROLLARY 1.5. Let L g F with s L s s - `. Then
dl L F f s , .  .3
 .  .for a suitable function f . In particular, we ha¨e dl L F f r , where3 3
 .r s cc L .
w xThis shows that the analog of Conjecture B of LGN holds in our
 .context. We can take f s s c log s for some absolute constant c. How-3
 .ever, we also show that f s s s q 2 will do, and this bound is sharper for3
small values of s.
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The properties of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras of finite coclass are
 .summarized below. We say that a graded Lie algebra L is just-infinite if
 .dim L s ` but every proper graded quotient of L is finite-dimensional.
This can be regarded as a substitute for simplicity when dealing with
infinite-dimensional residually nilpotent algebras.
COROLLARY 1.6. Let L g F be a Lie algebra of finite coclass. Then
 .i L is soluble.
 .ii L has a nilpotent ideal of codimension 1.
 .iii L has an abelian ideal of finite codimension.
 .iv If L is just-finite, then L ( M.
 .Part iii is not effective, namely, there is no bound on the codimension
 .  .of an abelian ideal in terms of cc L see Example C below . As for part
 .i , we show that if L is infinite-dimensional, then it has an ideal of
 .codimension one whose nilpotency class is at most s L . The fact that
there is a unique isomorphism type of just-infinite Lie algebras of finite
coclass lying in F is somewhat surprising. Only a weaker statement holds
for pro-p-groups i.e., for each p and r there are finitely many isomor-
.phism types of just-infinite pro-p groups of coclass r .
As shown in Example A, the assumption that L is generated by L is1
essential in all the above results. However, for some purposes it is
important to understand the structure of narrow graded Lie algebras
without making this assumption. The following preliminary result shows
that, under certain conditions, the Witt algebra is the only counterexample
to the coclass conjectures.
THEOREM 1.7. Let L s [ L be a non-soluble infinite-dimensionaliiG1
 :graded Lie algebra of maximal class, and suppose L s L , L . Then1 2
L ( W, where W is as in Example A.
In fact our arguments show that there are precisely three isomorphism
types of infinite-dimensional N-graded Lie algebras L s [L of maximali
 :class satisfying L s L , L : W, M, and a certain Lie algebra K with an1 2
 .abelian ideal of codimension 2 see Sect. 7 .
More general types of narrow Lie algebras will be studied systematically
w xin a subsequent paper SZ2 , where group-theoretic applications will also
be discussed.
We conclude the introduction with a short discussion of the characteris-
w xtic p situation. It has recently been shown by Riley and Semple RS that
coclass r restricted Lie algebras in characteristic p have dimension F
 .f p, r , for a suitable function f. In particular, such Lie algebras are always
soluble. However, the situation is rather different for non-restricted Lie
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w xalgebras of positive characteristic. Indeed, it is shown in Sh2 that for each
prime p there are infinite-dimensional N-graded Lie algebras L of coclass
1 over F generated by L which are non-soluble; moreover, by a recentp 1
w xresult of Caranti et al. CMN , the number of isomorphism types of such
v w xLie algebras is 2 . The examples in Sh2 have the structure of loop
w y1 xalgebras. Recall that a loop algebra is a subalgebra of S m F t, t defined
by
L s [ S m t i ,jig Z , jg Z r nZ , ig j
where S s [ S is a cyclically graded finite-dimensional simple Liejjg Z r nZ
 w x. qalgebra see, e.g., M . If L is as above we may define its positive part L
by letting i range over N, instead of over Z. It seems that loop algebras
will also play an important role in the study of narrow Lie algebras of
characteristic zero.
Some words on the structure of this paper. The proof of Theorem 1.1
 .which is rather long and technical is carried out in Sections 2]6. As a
matter of fact, we first prove various consequences of theorem, and only
then derive the theorem itself. In Section 2 we characterize associative
words which occur in the expansion of Lie words in some variables x . Thisi
characterization, which has some independent interest, is applied through-
out this paper, and can be regarded as our main tool. In Section 3 we focus
 .on the structure of centralizers of the form C L , where L s [L g FL i i1
has finite coclass. In Section 4 we prove Corollary 1.6, and then derive
Theorem 1.1 for infinite-dimensional algebras. Finite-dimensional algebras
of finite coclass are considered in Sections 5 and 6. In Section 5 we bound
 .the derived length of L g F in terms of s L . Section 6, which is the
longest section in this paper, is devoted to the proof of Corollaries 1.2]1.4,
and to the derivation of Theorem 1.1 in the finite-dimensional case.
 :  :Finally, in Section 7 we replace the assumption L s L by L s L , L ,1 1 2
and prove Theorem 1.7.
We note that our bounds on the functions appearing in the statements
of results 1.1]1.5 are not best possible. In fact, with a bit more careful
 .analysis we can bound f , f , f by polynomials of degree 3 instead of 4 . It1 2
would be interesting to determine the actual asymptotics of these func-
tions.
Our notation is standard. Long Lie products are interpreted using the
 .  .left-normed convention. The class of L is denoted by c L , and dl L
stands for the derived length of L. F denotes a fixed field of characteristic
 .  i.zero. The upper central series of L is denoted by Z L , and L denotesi
the derived series of L. For subspaces U, V of a Lie algebra L, let
 .  w x 4C V s u g U : u, V s 0 denote the centralizer of V in U. AdditionalU
notation will be introduced when required.
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2. CHARACTERIZING LIE WORDS
We say that a word ¨ in some finite set of letters x, y, z, . . . is a Lie
word if ¨ appears in the expansion of some Lie product in the variables
x, y, z, . . . . For example, all words of length n in x, y in which x occurs
w xonly once are Lie words, since they appear in the expansion of x, y, . . . , y
w ny1 x  . Us xy . We denote the length of a word ¨ by l ¨ , and let ¨ denote
the reversed word. If ¨ s ¨U then ¨ is said to be symmetric. A word ¨ is
said to be pure if it is a power of some variable.
LEMMA 2.1. Let i, j G 0 and k ) 0.
 . i k ji Suppose i / j. Then x y x is a Lie word.
 . i k iii Suppose i ) 0 and k is odd. Then x y x is a Lie word.
Proof. Recall that
n
i nn i nyiw xxy s y1 y xy . .  /i
is0
Using this formula we see that the coefficient of x i y k x j in the Lie product
ww k x iq jy1 xxy x is
i q j y 1 i q j y 1iqk iy1c s y1 q y1 . .  . /  /j y 1 j
Suppose c s 0. Then the two summands above have opposite signs, which
i q j y 1 i q j y 1 .  .implies that k is even; furthermore, we have s , whichj y 1 j
 .  .implies that i s j. Parts i and ii follow.
The main result of this section is as follows.
THEOREM 2.2. Let ¨ be a word in some finite set of letters. Then ¨ is a Lie
word unless one of the following holds:
 .  .i l ¨ ) 1 and ¨ is pure.
 .  .ii l ¨ is e¨en and ¨ is symmetric.
 .  .Furthermore, if ¨ satisfies i or ii , then ¨ is not a Lie word.
Proof. We first prove the second assertion of the theorem. It is clear
that pure words of length ) 1 are not Lie words. Let ¨ be a symmetric
word of even length. Consider the free associative algebra on x, y, z, . . .
and let p : A ª A be the linear transformation sending a word ¨ to
 . l¨ . Uy1 ¨ . Then p is an involution, and it easily follows that the sets
  . 4S s a g A : p a s ya is closed under Lie brackets. Since S contains
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x, y, z, . . . , we see that S contains the Lie algebra L generated by
w x x, y, z, . . . in A. Now, if ¨ occurs in some Lie product ¨ s  c u whereu u
.u are associative words, c g F, and c / 0 , thenu ¨
w x w xp ¨ s y ¨ s yc u , . .  u
u
w xsince ¨ g L. On the other hand we have
w xp ¨ s c p u . . .  u
u
 .The fact that ¨ is symmetric of even length shows that p ¨ s ¨ . Compar-
ing the above expressions we conclude that yc s c , so c s 0, a contra-¨ ¨ ¨
diction.
We now prove the first assertion of the theorem. The proof is by
 .induction on l s l ¨ , the cases l s 1, 2 being trivial. Let ¨ s ¨ ¨ . . . ¨1 2 l
where l G 3. We assume that ¨ is not pure.
Case 1. Suppose ¨ / ¨ .1 l
Without loss of generality we may assume that ¨ s xwy for some word
w x w. If wy is a Lie word, then it occurs in some Lie product wy with a
. w w xxcertain arrangement of brackets . Then ¨ s xwy occurs in x, wy . We
may therefore assume that wy is not a Lie word. Therefore, by induction,
either wy s y ly1, or l y 1 is even and wy is symmetric. In the first case we
have ¨ s xy ly1 which is a Lie word by a previous remark. So suppose l is
odd and wy is symmetric.
We now repeat the same arguments for the word xw: if it is a Lie word
w x ww x xthen it occurs in some Lie product xw and ¨ occurs in xw , y ; so we
may assume that xw is not a Lie word, which means that either xw s x ly1
or l y 1 is even and xw is symmetric. In the first case ¨ s x ly1 y is a Lie
word, so we are left with the case where l is odd and xw is symmetric.
Since wy s ywU and xw s wU x we conclude that
xy wU s x ywU s x wy s xw y s wU x y s wU xy . .  .  .  .  .  .
Having shown that the words xy and wU commute, it follows immediately
U  . i  U .  .that w s xy for some i. This implies that l y 2 s l w s l w s 2 i is
even, so l is even, a contradiction.
Case 2. Suppose ¨ s ¨ , but the multiplicity of ¨ in the beginning of1 l 1
¨ is different from its multiplicity in the end of ¨ .
Without loss of generality we may assume that ¨ s x i ywyX x j where
X i ) j ) 0, and y / x is some letter which may or may not coincide with
. X w X xy . If ywy occurs in some Lie product ywy , then it is easy to see that ¨
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ww X x iq j x Xoccurs in ywy x . We can therefore assume that ywy is not a Lie
word. By induction, this implies that y s yX, and either ywy s y k for some
 . i k jk, or l ywy is even and ywy is symmetric. In the first case ¨ s x y x ,
which is a Lie word by Lemma 2.1. So suppose the second case applies.
 . UThis means that l w is even and w s w .
i w i x i jNext, if x yw occurs in a Lie product x yw , then ¨ s x ywyx occurs in
ww i x w j xxx yw , yx . We can therefore assume that
U Ui i i ix yw s x yw s w yx s wyx . .
Similarly, if wyx j is a Lie word then so is ¨ . This enables us to assume that
Uj j jwyx s wyx s x yw. .
The equalities above imply
wyx j x iy j s wyx i s x i yw s x iy j x j yw s x iy j wyx j . .  .  .
Having shown that x iy j and wyx j commute, it follows that wyx j is a power
of x, a contradiction.
Case 3. ¨ s ¨ and ¨ occurs with the same multiplicity in the begin-1 l 1
ning and in the end of ¨.
Then we can write ¨ s x i ywyX x i for some i ) 0 and yX / x. If ywyX is a
w X x ww X x 2 i xLie word which occurs in a Lie product ywy , then ¨ occurs in ywy x .
We can therefore assume that ywyX is not a Lie word, which means that
X k  .y s y , and either ywy s y for some k, of l ywy is even and ywy is
symmetric. In the latter case ¨ is a symmetric word of even length, so it
 . ksatisfies condition ii . The same applies if ywy s y for even k. So we are
left with the case where k is odd and ¨ s x i y k x i. Applying Lemma 2.1 we
see that ¨ is a Lie word.
The theorem is proved.
Remark. Theorem 2.2 does not hold in characteristic p ) 0 for exam-
i pyi .ple, for 0 - i - p, x yx is not a Lie word in this case . In fact, charac-
terizing Lie words in positive characteristic seems to be a rather delicate
problem.
3. ANALYZING CENTRALIZERS
In this section we develop some tools which will be applied in the
following sections.
 .We need some notation. Let L s [ L g F. Let c s c L F ` de-iiG1
note the class of L. We define subspaces C F L byi 1
C s C L i G 1 . .  .i L i1
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w x  .Note that L , L s L for all i since L is generated by L . It followsi 1 iq1 1
that, for i - c, C is a proper subspace of L . If dim L s dim L s 1i 1 i iq1
 .then dim L rC s 1. Assuming F is uncountable as we may , we obtain1 i
D C / L . Let x g L be an element which does not lie in any of thei- c i 1 1
 . w xcentralizers C i - c . Then L , x / 0 for all i - c. Such an element willi i
be called uniform. Finally, for j G 1 we set
I s id C , .j L j
the ideal generated by C in L.j
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let L be as abo¨e and let m, l be positi¨ e integers, such
that l is odd or l s 2. Suppose dim L s dim L s ??? s dim Lm mq1 mqly1
w xs 1, and L / 0. If L , L s 0 then C s C s ??? s C .mq l m l m mq1 mqly1
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that the above centralizers do not all
coincide. Then there is an element y g L centralizing some homoge-1
 .neous components of the form L j s 1, . . . , l but not in all ofmq jy1
them. By abuse of notation, we regard x, y sometimes as elements of L
 .and sometimes as formal letters according to the context . If ¨ s ¨ . . . ¨1 l
is a word in x, y and b g L, we set
w xb¨ s b ad ¨ ad ¨ ??? ad ¨ s b , ¨ , . . . , ¨ . .  .  .1 2 l 1 l
Construct a word ¨ s ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ as follows. For j s 1, . . . , l, set ¨ s y if1 2 l j
w xL , y / 0 and ¨ s x otherwise. Since L , . . . , L are all 1-di-mq jy1 j m mqly1
mensional, we have
L , ¨ s L j s 1, . . . , l y 1 , .mq jy1 j mqj
and L ¨ / 0.m
Now, ¨ is a word of length two or of odd length which is clearly not pure
 .by the choice of y . It follows from Theorem 2.2 that ¨ is a Lie word, so it
w x w xappears in some Lie product ¨ . Expand ¨ as a linear combination of
 .associative words
w x¨ s c¨ q c w , w
wgW
where W is a set of words w / ¨ in x, y with the same x-degree and
y-degree as ¨ , and c, c are non-zero elements of F.w
We claim that L w s 0 for all w g W. Indeed, the conditions on wm
imply the existence of an index 1 F j F l such that w s y and ¨ s x.j j
Then
L , w s L , y s 0,mq jy1 j mqjy1
by the construction of ¨ . Therefore L w s 0, as claimed.j m
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w w xxIt follows from the above discussion that L , ¨ s L ¨ / 0. However,m m
w x w x¨ g L . Therefore L , L / 0, in violation of our assumption.l m l
The result is proved.
Let us demonstrate the use of Proposition 3.1. Let 1 - m - n be
positive integers, and suppose dim L s 1 for all m F i F n. Then thei
w xassumption on dim L yields L , L s 0 for m F i F n. Therefore, if i isi i i
 .odd or i s 2 and m F i F nr2, then 3.1 shows that
C s C s ??? s C . 1 .i iq1 2 iy1
 .  .Now, suppose 1 holds for a certain odd value of i exceeding 1 such
 .that i q 1 F nr2. We claim then that 1 holds also when i q 1 replaces i.
Indeed, setting C s C , we have to show that C s C s C. If this isi 2 i 2 iq1
not the case, we can choose y g C j C with y f C. Construct a2 i 2 iq1
word ¨ in x, y as in the proof of 3.1 for m s l s i q 1. Then ¨ s y iy1 w
for some word w of length two in which x occurs at least once. Then ¨ is
 .not symmetric, and so ¨ is a Lie word by 2.2 . Therefore we obtain a
contradiction, which proves the claim.
 .In a similar manner it follows that, if 1 is satisfied for some odd i and
 .we have m F i y 1 F nr2, then 1 is satisfied for i y 1 instead of i.
We can now obtain the following.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let 1 - m - n be positi¨ e integers, and suppose dim Li
s 1 for all m F i F n. Suppose that n G 2m, and that n G 2m q 2 if m is
e¨en and greater than 2. Let nX s n y 1 if n is e¨en, and nX s n y 2 if n is
odd. Then
 . Xi C s C for all m F i, j F n .i j
 .  . m nXq2ii I s id C is an ideal of codimension 1 centralizing L rL .m L m
 . w 2 m x n w 2 m x nq1iii L , L F L ; and if n is e¨en, then L , L F L .
Proof. The first part follows by repeated use of the above observations.
 .To prove part ii , let C s C . Then dim L rC s 1, and this impliesm 1
2  m nXq2 .that I s C q L has codimension 1 in L. Let J s C L rL . By partm L
 . w x X w xXi we have C, L s 0 for all m F i F n , and we certainly have L , Ci n q1
nXq2 F L . It follows that C F J. Since J is an ideal, it must contain I inm
.  . 2fact, equality holds . This proves part ii . Finally, since L F I , it followsmX2 m n q2 . w x  .from ii that L , L F L . Part iii follows immediately.
In a similar manner we obtain the following result which can be
.regarded as Corollary 3.2 with n s ` .
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose dim L s 1 for all i G m. Theni
 .i C s C for all i, j G m.i j
 . mii I is an ideal of codimension 1 centralizing L .m
 . w 2 m xiii L , L s 0.
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4. INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS
We can now prove our main results for infinite-dimensional algebras.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let L g F be of finite coclass. Then
 .i L has a nilpotent ideal of codimension 1.
 .ii L has an abelian ideal of finite codimension.
 .Proof. Given L with cc L - `, let m denote the minimal integer such
that dim L s 1 for all i G m. Let I s I . Then I has codimension 1.i m
m  .Furthermore, I centralizes L by Corollary 3.3 , so it certainly centralizes
I m. This yields I mq 1 s 0. This proves the first part of the proposition.
 . w m m x mFinally, it follows from part iii of 3.3 that L , L s 0. Therefore L is
an abelian ideal of finite codimension.
The proposition is proved.
Since the parameter m is not bounded above in terms of the coclass of
 .L see Example C below , more work has to be done in order to bound the
 .class of I in terms of cc L .
We can now easily classify just-infinite algebras L g F which have finite
coclass.
LEMMA 4.2. Let L g F be a just-infinite Lie algebra of finite coclass.
Then
 .i L has an abelian ideal of codimension 1.
 . ii L has maximal class i.e., dim L s 2 and dim L s 1 for all1 i
.i G 2 .
 .iii L ( M.
 .Proof. Let m, I have their previous meaning. Since I is nilpotent, Z I
is a non-zero graded ideal of L. By the assumption on L we must have
 .  . 2dim LrZ I - `. Therefore dim IrZ I - `, and this implies dim I - `.
Since L is just-infinite we must have I 2 s 0, so I is abelian. This proves
 .part i .
 :  .Now, if x g L is a uniform element, then I q x s L, so C x s1 I
 .  .  .Z L . Since L is just-infinite we have Z L s 0, which yields C x s 0.I
Note that
w x w xL s L , L s L , x ,iq1 i 1 i
 .and since C x s 0 for i G 2 we obtainLi
dim L s dim L i G 2 . .iq1 i
This implies dim L s 1 for all i G 2. In a similar manner it follows thati
 .  :C x s x , so that dim L s dim L y 1. Therefore dim L s 2 andL 2 1 11
 .part ii follows.
 .  .  .Part iii is a straightforward consequence of i and ii .
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LEMMA 4.3. Let L g F be an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of finite
 .  .coclass, and let s s s L , r s cc L . Then
 .i L has a unique graded ideal K such that LrK is just-infinite.
 .  .ii K coincides with the hyper-centre of L, and we ha¨e K s Z L .s
 .  .iii We also ha¨e K s Z L and dim K F r y 1.ry1
Proof. Let I be the set of graded ideals of L which have infinite
codimension. Let K g I. Then K cannot contain L for any i, otherwise iti
 .would contain L j G i as well, so it would have finite codimension.j
Writing K s [ K where K s K l L , we see that K / 0 impliesi i i iiG1
dim L ) 1. This shows that K has at most s non-zero homogeneousi
 .  . scomponents. Since K ad L F K it follows that K ad L s 0, soi 1 iq1 1
 .  . K F Z L . On the other hand it is clear that Z L g I otherwise L iss s
.  .nilpotent, hence finite-dimensional . It follows that Z L is the uniques
 .  .maximal element in I. In particular LrZ L is just-infinite, and Z L ss s
 .  .  .Z L , the hyper-centre of L. This proves parts i and ii .v
 .To prove part iii , let K be the hyper-centre of L. Then we easily see
 .  .  .that cc LrK s cc L y dim K. But cc LrK s 1 by 4.2. It follows that
 .dim K s r y 1, and this implies K F Z L .ry1
 .Combining 4.2 and 4.3 it follows that LrZ L ( M. This proves Theo-s
  . .rem 1.1 for infinite-dimensional algebras with f s s s . Some conse-
quences are given below.
COROLLARY 4.4. Let L, r, s be as abo¨e.
 .i L has an ideal I of codimension 1 such that
I sq1 s 0.
 .In particular, c I F r.
 .  4 tii Let t s max 2, s y 1 . Then L is nilpotent of class at most two.
 .iii L has an ideal J of class at most two and codimension at most
 4max r y 1, 1 .
 .  .  .iv dl L F 1 q log s q 1 .2
 .Proof. Let K s Z L be as in the preceding lemma, and let IrK bes
an abelian ideal of codimension 1 in LrK. Then I 2 F K l L2. Note that
K l L2 consists of at most s y 1 non-zero homogeneous components.
2  .Therefore K l L F Z L , and sosy1
sy1sq1 2I F I ad L s 0. .
 .This proves part i .
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 . tTo prove part ii , note that L F I, and so by the above argument we
have
tt t t 2w xL , L , L F I ad L s 0. .
 .  .Part iv follows immediately from i .
 .It remains to prove part iii .
 .  .If s s s L F 2 then I has class at most two by part i , so we can take
 . 2J s I. So suppose s ) 2 and let r s cc L . Then dim LrL - r. Let t G 2
be the maximal integer satisfying dim LrLt - r, and set J s Lt. We claim
that J 3 s 0.
tq1  tq1.First note that dim LrL G r, and this implies cc LrL G r y t.
Since L has coclass r we conclude that
dim L y 1 F t . . i
i)t
Let K s [ K be as above, and let H s K l Ltq1 s [ K . Theni iiG1 i) t
dim H F dim K F dim L y 1 F t . . i i
i)t i)t
Now, J s Lt F I and so
J 2 F I 2 l L2 t F K l L2 t F H .
2 2 . tTherefore dim J F t, and this implies J ad L s 0. We conclude that
t3 2 t 2w xJ s J , L F J ad L s 0. .
Finally, dim LrJ F r y 1 by the construction of J.
The result follows.
 .EXAMPLE C. Let m G 5 be an odd integer. Let Y m be an infinite-di-
  . 4  .mensional algebra with basis y i G 1 , z such that z is central in Y m ,i
w x w x  . iy1y , y s 0 except when i q j s m, in which case y , y s y1 z. If wei j i j
give y degree i and z degree m, we obtain an N-graded Lie algebra ofi
 .  .class two in this manner. Now let x : Y m ª Y m be a linear transforma-
 .  .tion defined by x y s y and x z s 0. It is easy to verify that x is ai iq1
 .  .  .  .  :degree 1 derivation of Y m . Let L m s Y m i x be the split
 .  :  .extension of Y m by x . Then L m g F is a Lie algebra whose first
and mth homogeneous components are two-diemnsional, while all the rest
 .are one-dimensional. Therefore L m has coclass two. It is readily verified
 .  .mq1.r2that L m has a unique maximal abelian ideal, namely J s L m ,
 .which has codimension m q 1 r2. Letting m tend to infinity we see that
Lie algebras of bounded coclass lying in F need not have abelian ideals of
bounded codimension.
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5. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS, I
The purpose of this section is to prove the following.
 .THEOREM 5.1. Let L g F with s s s L - `. Then
dl L F s q 2. .
 .We note that asymptotically better bounds on dl L will eventually
follow from Theorem 1.1. However, the proof of Theorem 5.1 is simpler,
and yields sharper bounds for small values of s.
In the course of the proof we may assume that L s [L is finite-di-i
 .  .mensional, otherwise we have dl L F 1 q log s q 1 by 4.4.2
We fix some notation which will be used throughout this section. Let m
be the minimal integer such that dim L F 1 for all i G m, and leti
 . X  4n s c L be the class of L. We also let n g n y 1, n y 2 be an odd
integer.
We first consider the case s s 1 and algebras of maximal class in
.particular .
 .LEMMA 5.2. Let L s [L g F, and suppose s L s 1. Let I s I . Notei 2
that dim LrI s 1. Then we ha¨e
 .  . 2  .i If c L G 4, then I F Z L .
 .  . 2ii If c L G 4 is e¨en, then I s 0.
 . 3iii In any case, I s 0.
 .  .iv dl L F 3.
 .Proof. Suppose first that n s c L G 4. Then we can apply Corollary
w 2 x nXq23.2, whose notation we adopt. We obtain I, L F L . Setting C s C ,2
we see that
2 w 2 2 x X w 2 x X nXq2I s C q L , C q L F C q I , L F C q L .
We claim that I 2 F Ln
Xq2 . Suppose otherwise. Then 0 / CX F L and so2
we have CX s L . Thus I 2 G L , and this implies I 2 G L , since I 2 is an2 2 3
ideal of L. However, L is not contained in CX q Ln
Xq2 F L q L . This3 2 n
contradiction shows that
I 2 F Ln
Xq2 .
nXq2  .  .As L F L F Z L , part i follows.n
 . X nXq2  .Now suppose n s c L is even. Then n s n y 1 and L s 0. Part ii
follows.
 .To prove part iii it suffices to consider the case n s 3; indeed, if n G 4
 .then the conclusion follows from part i , and if n F 2 then we even have
3 2 X w x X 3 w X xL s 0. Now, if n s 3 then I s C q C, L s C , and so I F C , I F2
w xL , C s 0, as required.2
 .  .Finally, part iv is a consequence of iii .
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In the case where L is of maximal class, Lemma 5.2 already follows from
w xV3, Proposition 2 . It is clear from that result that Lie algebras of maxi-
 .mal class and derived length 3 do exist in every even dimension G 6 .
Therefore for s s 1 the bound in Theorem 5.1 is best possible.
 .The next observation deals with Lie algebras of arbitrary finite coclass.
 m.XLEMMA 5.3. With the abo¨e notation we ha¨e dim L F 1.
Proof. Suppose first that n G 2m q 2. Then Corollary 3.2 can be
 m.X w 2 m xapplied, and we have L F L , L F L , which is 1-dimensional.n
 m.X w m mq1 x 2 mq1So suppose n F 2m q 1. Then L F L , L s L , which has
dimension at most 1.
The result follows.
To prove Theorem 5.1, we need to prove a slightly stronger result.
 .  sq1.PROPOSITION 5.4. Let L g F with s L s s - `. Then L is abelian
of dimension F 2 s y 1.
Proof. We use induction on s. If s s 1 then m s 2 and so dim LY F 1
by Lemma 5.2.
Suppose now that s ) 1.
Case 1. m F 2 s.
 s. 2 s m  sq1.  m.X  m.XThen L F L F L . Thus L F L . But L is abelian of
dimension F 1 by 5.2. The result follows in this case.
Case 2. m ) 2 s.
Note that dim L G 2 by the choice of m. Let V ; L be amy 1 my1
subspace of codimension 1 with the property that, if L s. l L / 0, thenmy 1
 s. m  .  .L l L ­ V. Consider the ideal J s V q L . Then s LrJ s s L ymy 1
 s.  . s.1 s s y 1. Let H s L q J be the inverse image of LrJ in L. By
induction we have dim HrJ F 2 sy1 y 1.
 s. my2 sy 1q1  .Claim 1. L F L q Z L .sy1
To show this, let d s dim HrJ, and let us show that
H F Lmy d q Z L . .sy1
Since d F 2 sy1 y 1 and L s. F H, this would imply the claim.
Write H s [ H where H F L , and leti i ii
 4S s i F m y 1 : H / 0 .i
Let mX F m y 1 be the maximal integer which does not lie in S.
 X X 4Then the interval m q 1, m q 2, . . . , m y 1 is contained in S, so
mX q 1 G m y d ,
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X by dimension considerations. Now, H / L for i F m otherwise H, beingi i
. XXan ideal, would contain I , which is impossible . Therefore for i F m ,m
 .i g S implies dim L ) 1. Since s LrJ s s y 1, we see that there are ati
most s y 1 indices with this property.
Let HU s  X H . Then HU consists of at most s y 1 non-zeroiF m i
w x Xhomogeneous components. Since H , L F H and H s 0 it followsi 1 iq1 m
that
sy1UH ad L s 0. .1
U  . XThis implies H F Z L . Recall that m q 1 G m y d. Thereforesy1
H F Lm
Xq1 q HU F Lm
Xq1 q Z L F Lmy d q Z L . .  .sy1 sy1
The claim follows.
Note that the above discussion shows that H F U q Lmy 2 sy 1q2 q
 . sy 1Z L for some subspace U F L of dimension at most 1.sy1 my2 q1
 sq1.  my 2 sy 1q1 .X  sq1. 2 my2 sq3Claim 2. L F L and L F L .
Indeed, using Claim 1 we obtain
sy 1 sq1.  s. my2 q1L F L , L q Z L . .sy1
 s. 2 s  .Obviously, L F L commutes with Z L . Thereforesy1
sy 1 sy1 sy1 sq1.  s. my2 q1 my2 q1 my2 q1L F L , L F L q Z L , L . .sy1
Now, m y 2 sy1 q 1 G s y 1 by our assumption on s, so Lmy 2 sy 1q1 com-
 .mutes with Z L . This implies the first assertion of Claim 2.sy1
The second assertion follows in a similar manner, using the remark
following the proof of Claim 1.
Note that 2m y 2 s q 3 G m by our assumption on m, and so dim L F 1i
for all i G 2m y 2 s q 3.
Case 2.1. n F 2m q 1.
Then
2mq1
s sq1. 2 my2 q3 sdim L F dim L s dim L F 2 y 1. i
sis2 my2 q3
s  s .Furthermore, since m ) 2 we have 2 2m y 2 q 3 ) 2m q 1, which
yields
XX s sq1. 2 my2 q3L F L s 0, .  .
as required.
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Case 2.2. n G 2m q 2.
It follows from 3.2 that
w 2 m xL , L F L . 2 .n
Let
K s [my 1 L .sy 1 iismy2 q1
By Claim 2 we have
Xsy 1 X sq1. my2 q1 mL F L s K q L . . .
w m x  m.X  .Now, K, L F L and L F L by 2 . Thereforen n
L sq1. F K X q L . 3 .n
It is obvious that K X F  s2 my2 L , sois2 my2 q2 i
2my2
 sq1.L F L q L . 4 .n i
sis2 my2 q2
 sq1.  .However, L is a graded ideal, so if it contains some L i G m it musti
 .  sq1. also contain L for all j ) i. By 4 , L does not contain L sincej ny1
. sn y 1 ) 2m y 2 , so it cannot contain any L for 2m y 2 q 2 F i F 2mi
y 2. As 2m y 2 s q 2 G m, these L 's are 1-dimensional. We concludei
that L sq1. F L . Therefore L sq1. is abelian of dimension at most 1.n
The result follows.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
6. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS, II
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 for finite-dimensional algebras.
 .  .Let L g F with s s s L - `. If c L F 2 s then the theorem holds
trivially, so suppose L2 sq1 / 0. Define
U  4s s min i G 2 : dim L s dim L s 1 .i iq1
Since at most s y 1 indices i G 2 satisfy dim L ) 1 we see that sU is welli
defined and that we have
sU F 2 s.
Set also
C s C U s C L U . .s L s1
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Since dim L U s dim L U s 1, it follows thats s q1
dim L rC s 1.1
Choose a basis x , x , . . . , x of L such that x , . . . , x is a basis of C.1 2 e 1 2 e
Let m, l be positive integers. Suppose we have
dim L s dim L s ??? s dim L s 1.m mq1 mql
We shall now construct a word w of length l. This construction is a slight
extension of the one used in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Define sets T , . . . , T as follows:1 e
w xT s 1 F i F l : L , x / 0 . 4e mqiy1 e
Assuming T , . . . , T are already defined, sete kq1
w xT s 1 F i F l : i f T j ??? j T , L , x / 0 . 4k e kq1 mqiy1 k
 4Then T are pairwise disjoint, and their union is 1, 2, . . . , l . For eachj
 4i s 1, . . . , l, choose n g 1, . . . , l such that i g T , and let w s x .i n i ni i
Define
w s w w ??? w s x x ??? x .1 2 l n n n1 2 l
 .The degree ¨ector of a word ¨ in x , . . . , x is the vector deg ¨ , . . . , deg ¨ .1 e x x1 e
We shall order these vectors lexicographically. The degree vector of ¨ will
also be referred to as the composition of ¨. The C-degree of ¨ is defined
by deg ¨ s deg ¨ q ??? qdeg ¨ . A word in x , . . . , x alone will beC x x 2 e2 e
called a C-word. We summarize below some properties of w.
 .LEMMA 6.1. i L w s L / 0.d dql
 . Xii If s g S is a non-tri¨ ial permutation, and w s w ??? w ,l s 1. s  l .
then L wX s 0. In other words, L wX s 0 for all wX / w of the samed d
composition as w.
 . X Xiii If w has the same length as w, and the degree ¨ector of w is
 . Xlexicographically larger than that of w, then L w s 0. In particular, ifd
deg wX ) deg w then L wX s 0.C C d
 . X Yiv If w s w ¨w where ¨ is a subword of w which occurs in a Lie
w x Xw x Y w x  .product ¨ , then L w ¨ w / 0. In particular, ¨ / 0 as an element of L .d
 . Xv Suppose dim L s 1 where k F l. Then any two subwords ¨ , ¨ ofk
w which are Lie words of length k ha¨e the same composition.
 .  .Proof. Parts i and iii follow immediately from the construction of w.
 . XFor part ii , note that at a certain place in the permuted word w a letter
 .x will be replaced by a letter x for j ) i. Part iv follows by combiningi j
 .  .parts i and ii .
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 . XIt remains to prove v . Let ¨ , ¨ be two subwords of w of length k
w x w X x  . w x w X xwhich occur in Lie products ¨ , ¨ , respectively. By iv , ¨ , ¨ are both
w x: w X x:non-zero elements of L . The assumption on dim L yields ¨ s ¨k k
w X x w xs L , so ¨ s l ¨ for some non-zero scalar l g F. Suppose, by contra-k
diction, that ¨ , ¨ X have different compositions. Then we can assume that
the degree vector of ¨ X is lexicographically larger than the degree of vector
X Y  X Y .of ¨ . Write w s w ¨w for some words w , w . Then
X w X x Y X w x Y X w x YL w ¨ w s L w l ¨ w s L w ¨ w / 0. .d d d
w X x Xw X x YNow, by expanding ¨ we see that w ¨ w is a linear combination of
 .associative words u whose composition is larger than that of w. But by
 .iii we have L u s 0 for all such words u. This contradiction completesd
the proof.
Suppose now that l G s q 4, and fix an odd integer p satisfying s q 2 F
p - l.
LEMMA 6.2. Let w, p, l be as abo¨e. Then one of the following holds:
 .i deg w F 2.x1
 .ii deg w F 2.C
 .  .iii w is p-periodic i.e., w s w for all 1 F i F l y p .iqp i
Proof. We distinguish between the following cases.
Case 1. w has no pure subword of length p.
Since p is odd, Theorem 2.2 shows that every length p subword of w is
 .a Lie word. Applying part v of Lemma 6.1, we conclude that all two
length p subwords of w have the same composition. By considering
consecutive subwords of length p we see that w is p-periodic.
Case 2. w has a pure subword of length p.
p  .Let ¨ s x be such a word. Note that arguing as above , any twoj
non-pure length p subwords of w have the same composition.
 .  .Suppose, by contradiction, that conditions i ] iii of the lemma are all
violated. Then w is not pure, and so it has a subword of the form x x py1i j
or x py1 x for some i / j. It follows that all the non-pure length pj i
subwords of w have degree 1 in x and degree p y 1 in x . In particular, wi j
is a word in x , x . Note that i s 1 or j s 1 otherwise the x -degree of wi j 1
. is zero . Furthermore, x occurs at least three times in w otherwise, ifi
i s 1, then the x -degree of w is F 2, and if j s 1, then the C-degree of1
.w is F 2 . Write
w s ??? x k1 x x k 2 x x k3 x . . . ,j i j i j i
where k G p y 1 for all t.t
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Since k y 1 G p y 2 G s there exists 1 F k F k y 1 such that3 3
k 2 k  .dim L s 1. The subword ¨ s x x x x being unsymmetric is ak qkq2 i j i j2
Lie word. Similarly, the subword ¨ X s x k 2 x x kq1 is a Lie word. However, ¨j i j
and ¨ X have the same length and different composition. This contradicts
 .part v of Lemma 6.1.
The result follows.
We assume from now on that
l G 4 s q 3.
LEMMA 6.3. There exist relati¨ ely prime odd integers p, pX in the inter¨ al
w xs q 2, l y 1 satisfying
dim L s dim L X s 1.p p
Proof. Suppose this is not the case. Let
w xS s k g s q 2, l y 1 : k is odd, and dim L s 1 . 4k
w xLet t denote the number of odd integers k in the interval s q 2, l y 1 .
At most s y 1 of these integers satisfy dim L G 2. Thereforek
< <S G t y s q 1.
X X  4 XIf p, p g S then p y p f 2, 4 , otherwise p, p would be relatively
prime. This shows that the translations S, S q 2, S q 4 are pairwise dis-
joint. These translations are all contained in the set T of odd integers in
w x < <s q 2, l q 3 , and we clearly have T s t q 2. It follows that
< < < <t q 2 s T G 3 S G 3 t y s q 1 , .
 .  . and so t F 3s y 1 r2. By the definition of t we have t G l y 1 y s q
..  .2 r2 s l y s y 3 r2. We conclude that
l y s y 3 r2 F 3s y 1 r2. .  .
This yields l F 4 s q 2, in violation of our assumption on l.
We can now obtain a sharper version of Lemma 6.2.
COROLLARY 6.4. One of the following holds:
 .i w has x -degree F 2.1
 .ii w has C-degree F 2.
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 .  . XProof. Suppose conditions i and ii are violated, and let p, p be as in
Lemma 6.3. Applying Lemma 6.2 we see that w is p-periodic and pX-peri-
odic. Since p, pX are relatively prime, it follows that w has period 1, i.e.,
l  .  .that w s x for some i. But then w satisfies condition i or ii . Thisi
contradiction completes the proof.
For t G 1 define
 4g t s 1 F i F t : dim L G 2 . . i
 .Then g t F s for all t.
LEMMA 6.5. Let t G 2 and let b g L . Let N be a positi¨ e integerty1
 U .  .  U . .satisfying N q s q 1 g t G s q 1 s q 1 . Then
N Nq1b ad L ad C F b ad C . .  .  .1
 .  .Proof. We prove the result by reverse induction on g t . Since g t F s
U  . sU Uwe have N G s q 1. It is clear that L ad C F L ad C s 0. This1 s
implies
sUU Us i s yib ad L ad C F b ad C ad L ad C . .  .  .  .  .1 1
is1
Applying ad C to both sides and using the fact that
sUU Us i s yib ad C ad L ad C F b ad C ad C ad L ad C , .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1
is1
we conclude that
sUq1
U Us q1 i s q1yib ad L ad C F b ad C ad L ad C . .  .  .  .  .1 1
is2
It remains to show that, for i G 2, j s sU q 1 y i, we have
i j NysUy1 Nq1b ad C ad L ad C ad C F b ad C . 5 .  .  .  .  .  .1
 .  . iIn proving 5 , we may assume b ad C / 0.
Case 1. dim L s dim L s 1.ty1qi tqi
 . iSince b ad C g L is non-zero, the assumption on dim Lty1qi ty1qi
  . i:  .N yields L s b ad C . We may assume L ad C / 0 otherwise thety1qi t
.  .conclusion of the lemma holds trivially . Therefore L ad C / 0, andty1qi
 .   . iq1:  .so L s L ad C s b ad C by our dimension assumptions .tq i ty1qi
 . i  .  . iq1  .We see that b ad C ad L F b ad C , from which 5 follows at once.1
 .Note that, if g t s s, then case 1 applies.
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Case 2. dim L G 2 or dim L G 2.ty1qi tqi
 .  .Then g t q i ) g t . Hence
j q N y sU y 1 q sU q 1 g t q i G N q sU q 1 g t .  .  .  .  .
G sU q 1 s q 1 . .  .
By the induction hypothesis we have
i UjqNys y1b ad C ad L ad C .  .  .1
i jqNysUy1 q1 Nq1F b ad C ad C s b ad C . .  .  .
The lemma is proved.
Set
s q 2N s N s s , .1 1  /2
if s G 2, and N s 2 if s s 1.1
 .N1COROLLARY 6.6. We ha¨e ad C s 0.
 U .  .Proof. The case s s 1 where s s 2 follows from part i of Corollary
 .23.2; indeed we have ad C s 0 in this case. So suppose s G 2. Let2
 U . u U v .N s s q 1 s y s r2 q 1 , and note that N F N . It therefore suffices1
 .Nto show that ad C s 0. So let us prove by induction on t G 1 that
 .NL ad C s 0.t
U  . sU UIf t F s then we even have L ad C s 0. If t ) s then we easily see1
U  . u U vfrom the definition of s that g t G s r2 . Hence
N q sU q 1 g t G sU q 1 s y sUr2 q 1 q sU q 1 sUr2 .  .  . u v  . u v .
s sU q 1 s q 1 . .  .
Therefore we can apply Lemma 6.5 and deduce that
N N Nq1L ad C s L ad L ad C F L ad C s 0, .  .  .  .t ty1 1 ty1
by induction.
Let I s I U , the ideal generated by C in L. Then I s C q L2 hass
codimension 1 in L. Let m be the minimal integer such that dim L F 1i
 .for all i G m, and let n s c L . Then we have dim L s dim L s ???m mq1
s dim L s 1. Therefore we can construct the word w as above, withn
l s n y m. We clearly have L w / 0. For s G 2 setm
N s N s s max N s , 6 s . 4 .  .2 2 1
 .We also put N 1 s 3.2
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m .3LEMMA 6.7. With the abo¨e notation, either n - m q N , or L ad I2
s 0. In any case we ha¨e
Nm 2L ad I s 0. .
m .3 4Proof. Suppose n G m q N . If s s 1 then we have L ad I F I s 02
 .by Lemma 5.2. So suppose s G 2. Then l s l w s n y m G 6 s and l G N .1
In particular, l G 4 s q 3 and l G 3sU. By Corollary 6.4, there are two cases
to consider.
Case 1. w has C-degree F 2.
Then for every word wX of length l in x , . . . , x with C-degree G 3 we1 e
X   . . m .3have L w s 0 see part iii of 6.1 . This easily implies L ad I s 0.m
Case 2. w has x -degree F 2.1
 . lIf x does not occur in w, then we have L w F L ad C s 0, since1 m m
l G N , a contradiction. So suppose x occurs in w.1 1
We claim that w has no subword of type x ¨ , where ¨ is a C-word of1
length sU. To show this, recall that
sUU Us i s yib ad L ad C F b ad C ad L ad C , 6 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1
is1
for any b g L. Suppose now that w s x and w g C for i s 1, . . . , sU.t 1 tqi
 .Then, by the construction of w we must have L ad C s 0. Bymq ty1
letting b be a non-zero element of L we see that the right-hand sidemq ty1
 .of 6 vanishes, while the left-hand side does not vanish. This contradiction
proves the claim.
In a similar manner, using the inclusion
sUy1U Us i s yib ad C ad L F b ad C ad L ad C , .  .  .  .  .1 1
is0
we see that w has no subword of the form ¨x , where ¨ is a C-word of1
length sU.
Writing w s ¨x ¨ X or w s ¨x ¨ X x ¨Y where ¨ , ¨ X, ¨Y are C-words, we1 1 1
 .  X.  Y . Uconclude that l ¨ , l ¨ , l ¨ F s y 1, and so
l s l w F 3sU y 1, .
a contradiction.
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Define
s
N s N s s s y 1 q N t . .  .3 3 2
ts1
PROPOSITION 6.8. We ha¨e I N3 s 0.
Proof. We use induction on s. If s s 1 then I N3 s I 3 s 0 by 5.2.
my 1  .Suppose s G 2. Let L s LrL . Then s L s s y 1.
Case 1. sU - m.
U
UIn this case s has the same value in L and in L, and C s C coincidess
 .in both algebras if we identify L and L as we may . By applying the1 1
induction hypothesis for L we obtain
I N3 sy1. F Lmy 1.
It follows from Lemma 6.7 that
 .N sN  sy1.q1qN  s. m 23 2I F L ad I s 0. .
 .  .  .Since N s s N s y 1 q N s q 1, the result follows.3 3 2
Case 2. sU G m.
Then m F 2 s, and so I 2 s F Lm. It follows using 6.7 that I 2 sqN2 s. s 0.
 .  .  .  .Note that N s y 1 q 1 G 2 s. Hence N s s N s y 1 q N s q 1 G3 3 3 2
 .2 s q N s , and the lemma is proved.2
The following is a consequence of the non-singularity of Vandermonde
matrices.
LEMMA 6.9. Let q , . . . , q be distinct positi¨ e integers, where m F q for0 m i
all i. Let k be any non-negati¨ e integer. Then the matrix
¡ ¦k q qk q q k q q 00 0 ??? /  /  /k q mk k q 1
k q qk q q k q q 11 1 ??? /  /  /k q mk k q 1
??? ??? ??? ???
k q qk q q k q q mm m ???¢ § /  /  /k q mk k q 1
is non-singular.
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w xProof. First note that, if f , . . . , f g Q T are polynomials satisfying0 m
deg f s i for all i, and q , . . . , q g Q are distinct elements, then thei 0 m
matrix
f q f q ??? f q .  .  .0 0 1 0 m 0
f q f q ??? f q .  .  .0 1 1 1 m 1
??? ??? ??? ??? 0f q f q ??? f q .  .  .0 m 1 m m m
is non-singular. This is because its determinant is a sum of a Vandermonde
determinant plus determinants of singular matrices.
Let A denote the matrix appearing in the statement of the lemma, and
let
k q qk q q k q q m0 1l s ??? / 0. /  /  /k k k
For j s 0, . . . , m, let
T T y 1 ??? T y j q 1 .  .
f T s .j k q 1 k q 2 ??? k q j .  .  .
  . .where f T s 1 . Then0
det A s l ? det B ,
where
m
B s f q . . .j i i , js0
Therefore det B / 0 by the previous observation, and so det A / 0.
Let
k k1 dr s x x ??? x x / 0,i 1 i 11 d
where d G 2, i , . . . , i G 2. We assume any Lie product of the same length1 d
as r having larger C-degree vanishes, and for all Lie products of the same
 .composition as r, the vector k , . . . , k is lexicographically minimal.1 d
LEMMA 6.10. k F 2 s y 1.2
Proof. Choose a minimal integer m G 0 such that
dim L s 1.k qmq21
Then dim L G 2 for i s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1, and this implies m F s y 1.k qiq21
It also follows that at most s y 1 y m integers t G k q m q 2 satisfy1
dim L G 2.t
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We shall now show that k F m q s, from which the lemma follows at2
once.
Suppose, by contradiction, that k G m q s q 1. Then the Lie product2
w k1 mxx x x x is non-zero and spans L .i 1 i 1 k qmq21 2 1
w xConsider the interval k q m q 2, k q m q s q 1 . It contains s inte-1 1
gers t, and at most s y 1 y m of them satisfy dim L G 2. Therefore theret
w xare G m q 1 integers t g k q m q 2, k q m q s q 1 satisfying dim L1 1 t
s 1. In other words, there exist m q 1 integers
m q 1 F q - q - ??? - q F m q s,0 1 m
such that dim L s 1 for all a s 0, 1, . . . , m.k qq q11 a
w k1qq a xFix a non-negative integer a F m. The Lie product x x lies ini 12
L and k q q q 1 G k q m q 2. Thereforek qq q1 1 a 11 a
k qq q ymy1 k m q ymy11 a a 1 ax x g L L F x x x x L .i 1 k qmq2 1 i 1 i 1 12 1 1 2
Note that the right-hand side involves two elements from C. Hence the
w w k1qq a x k 2yq a xC-degree of the Lie product x x x x ??? is larger than that ofi i 1 11 2
r, and so we have
k qq k yq1 a 2 ax x x x . . . s 0. 7 .i i 1 11 2
For any integer n satisfying m q 1 F n F k we have2
k qn k yn1 2x x x x . . . s 0. 8 .i 1 i 11 2
w k1qn x w k1qm q1 nymy1 x w k1 m nymy1 xThis is because x x s x x x g x x x x L ,i 1 i 1 1 i 1 i 1 11 1 1 2
where the right-hand side contains more elements from C.
w k1qq a x  .Now, expanding x x and using 7 we obtaini 12
k q q k q q1 a 1 ak k k q1 k y11 2 1 2x x x x . . . y x x x x . . .i 1 i 1 i 1 i 11 2 1 2 /  /k k q 11 1
k q qm 1 a k qm k ym1 2q ??? q y1 x x x x . . . s 0. . i 1 i 11 2 /k q m1
Indeed, for any term x t x x k1qq ayt where t - k or t ) k q m we have1 i 1 1 12
w t k1qk 2yt x  .x x x x . . . s 0 by 8 and by the lexicographical minimality ofi 1 i 11 2
 .k , k , . . . .1 2
We obtain m q 1 homogeneous linear equations. Let B denote the
associated matrix. Then det B s "det A, where A is a matrix of the type
described in Lemma 6.9. The non-singularity of such matrices shows
that this system of equations has only a zero solution. In particular,
k k1 2w xr s x x x x . . . s 0, a contradiction.i 1 i 11 2
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LEMMA 6.11. Suppose d G 3. Then k F 4 s y 1.1
Proof. Let m F s y 1 be as in the preceding proof. We shall actually
show that
k F 2k q s y m.1 2
 .Since we have k F m q s by the preceding proof it will follow that2
 .k F 2 m q s q s y m F 3s q m F 4 s y 1, as required.1
So suppose, by contradiction, that k G 2k q s y m q 1. Consider the1 2
w xinterval S s 2k q 3, 2k q s y m q 2 . Recall that there are at least m2 2
integers t G k q 2 G 2k q s y m q 3 satisfying dim L G 2. Therefore S1 2 t
contains at most s y 1 y m integers t for which dim L G 2. However,t
there are s y m integers t g S, and so at least one of them satisfies
w xdim L s 1. In other words, there is an integer n g k q 1, k q s y mt 2 2
satisfying dim L s 1. Note that k q n q 2 F k q 1.k qnq2 2 12
We claim that
nqk q2k yn n k 11 2x x x x , x x . . . s y1 r / 0. 9 .  .i 1 i 1 i 11 2 3
t nyt w n xTo show this, note that for any term x x x in the expansion of x x1 i 1 i 12 2
w k1yn t nyt xwhere t - n we have x x x x x . . . s 0 by the lexicographicali 1 1 i 11 2
 . w k1 t k 2yt xminimality of k , k , . . . . We also have x x x x x x . . . s 0 if1 2 i 1 i 1 i 11 2 3
t k 2yt  .t - k , for similar reasons. Finally, for any term x x x t F k in2 1 i 1 23
w k 2 x w k1yn t k 2yt xx x we have x x x x x . . . s 0, since t F k - n . This provesi 1 i 1 1 i 1 23 1 3
 .9 .
 . ww n x w k 2 xxNow, applying 9 , we conclude that x x , x x is a non-zeroi 1 i 12 3
ww n x w k 2 xxelement of L , which is 1-dimensional. Therefore x x , x xk qnq2 i 1 i 12 2 3
w k 2qn q1 x ww n x w k 2 xxspans L , and this implies that x x s l x x , x x fork qnq2 i 1 i 1 i 12 1 2 3
some l g F. Therefore
k qnq1 k yk yny1 k2 1 2 2x x x x x . . .i 1 1 i 11 2
n k k yk yny1 k2 1 2 2s l x x x x x x x . . . s 0,i 1 i 1 1 i 12 3 2
since we have increased the C-degree. This shows that r s 0, a contradic-
tion.
The result follows.
w q1 q2 qd xLet t s x x x x . . . x x be a Lie product of the same composi-j 1 j 1 j 11 2 d
 .tion as r, with the property that the vector q , q , . . . , q is lexicographi-1 2 d
cally maximal.
LEMMA 6.12. Suppose d G 3. Then we ha¨e q F 5s y 1 for all 1 F a Fa
d.
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Proof. Otherwise we have q G k q s for some a . Recall thata 1
dim L s 1 where 0 F m F s y 1 is as in the preceding proofs.k qmq21
Therefore q q 1 G k q m q 2. Hencea 1
q k m q yk ymy1a 1 a 1x x g x x x L L . 10 .j 1 i 1 i 1 1a 1 2
If a s 1 then t s 0 since the C-degree increases. If a ) 1 then it follows
 .from the lexicographical maximality of q , q , . . . that1 2
q qa at s . . . x x . . . s . . . x x . . . ,j 1 j 1a a
 .and again we can increase the C-degree, using 10 . This contradiction
completes the proof.
Define
N s s 5s N s y 1 . .  . .4 3
COROLLARY 6.13. Suppose d G 3 and let l be the length of r. Then
l F 5sd. Consequently, we ha¨e
l F N s . .4
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from 6.12. Since 0 / r g
d N  s.3  .  .I and I s 0 by 6.8 we have d F N s y 1. The result follows.3
LEMMA 6.14. I 3 l LN4 s.q1 s 0.
Proof. Suppose otherwise, and let 0 / r g I 3 l LN4 s.q1 be a Lie prod-
 .  .uct of length N s q 1 whose C-degree is maximal. Then deg r G 34 C
 .and the length of r exceeds N s . This contradicts Corollary 6.13.4
Let
N s s N s q 1 r3 . .  . .5 4
LEMMA 6.15. With the abo¨e notation, LN5 s. is an ideal of class at most
 .two. Consequently, if L g F with s L s s, then L has an ideal J of class at
 .  .most two such that c LrJ - N s .5
 N5 s..3 3  N5 s..3 N4 s.q1Proof. We have L F I and L F L . The result fol-
lows from Lemma 6.14.
 .  .Note that, if cc L s r and J is as above, then dim LrJ F N r q r y 1.5
This proves Corollary 1.4.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
 .  . 2  .PROPOSITION 6.16. Suppose n s c L ) N s . Then I F Z L .4 2 s
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2 .2 sProof. Suppose, by contradiction, that I ad L / 0. Then there is a
non-zero Lie product
kt s x x x x . . . xi 1 j l l1 2 s
in x , . . . , x , where i, j G 2 and l , . . . , l G 1. Note that the length of t1 e 1 2 s
may be smaller than n.
There exists m G 0 such that m F s y 1 and dim L s 1. Sincekq2qm
w k xx x x x . . . x / 0, it follows thati 1 j l l1 m
kL s x x x x . . . x . ;kq2qm i 1 j l l1 m
 .nyky2ym nNow, L ad L s L / 0, and so the Lie productkq2qm 1
w k xx x x x . . . x can be extended to a non-zero Lie producti 1 j l l1 m
kc s x x x x . . . x . . . xi 1 j l l l1 m n
 .  .of length n. Since l c s n G l t we have
n G 2 s.
By 6.13 and the assumption on n, every Lie product of C-degree G 3 and
length n vanishes. We conclude that c has C-degree 2, so
k nc s x x x x .i 1 j 1
Let
k k1 2r s x x x xi 1 i 11 2
 .be a non-zero Lie product of the same composition as c such that k , k1 2
is lexicographically minimal. Then we have k F k, and this implies k G n1 2
 .since c and r have the same length . Applying Lemma 6.10 for r we see
that
n F k F 2 s y 1,2
a contradiction.
The result follows.
 .LEMMA 6.17. Let L g F with s L s s. Suppose L has an abelian ideal I
 .  .of codimension 1. Then LrZ L ( M d for some d.s
Proof. We prove the result by induction on s G 1. Write I s V q L2
w x w xwhere V F L , and let x g L _V. Then we have L s L , L s L , x1 1 iq1 i 1 i
 .  . w xfor all i, and Z L s C x . If s s 1 then L , x s L is 1-dimensional,I 1 2
 .  .  :  .so dim L rC x s 1. We have C x s x [ C x , and so1 L L V1 1
 .   ..dim L rC x s 2. It follows that dim L r L l Z L s 2. This shows1 V 1 1
 .  .that LrZ L is of maximal class and is isomorphic to M d for some d.
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Suppose now that s G 2. Choose i G 2 with the property that dim L G 2i
w x  .and dim L F 1. Since L , x s L we see that C x has codimen-iq1 i iq1 Li
 .  .  .sion F 1 in L . We also have C x F C x s Z L . We see that, ifi L Ii
 .  .L s LrZ L s [L , then dim L F 1, so s L F s y 1. It follows byj i
 .  .  .induction that LrZ L ( LrZ L ( M d for some d.s sy1
Combining the two preceding results we obtain:
 .  .  .  .COROLLARY 6.18. Suppose n s c L ) N s . Then LrZ L ( M d4 3 s
for some d.
 .  .  .Since N s G 3s we see that Theorem 1.1 holds with f s s N s .4 4
7. CHARACTERIZING THE WITT ALGEBRA
In this section we classify N-graded Lie algebras of maximal class
L s [L which are generated by L and L . We need the followingi 1 2
 w x.example occurring in V2 .
EXAMPLE D. Let K s [ K be an N-graded Lie algebra over FiiG1
 4with a basis x, y : i G 2 , such that x has degree 1 and y has degree i.i i
Define the Lie product on K by
w xy x s y i G 2 , .i iq1
w xy y s y i G 3 , .2 i iq2
and
w xy y s 0 i , j G 3 . .i j
Then K is a Lie algebra of maximal class which is generated by K and1
K . Clearly, K has an abelian ideal of codimension 2.2
The purpose of this section is to prove the following:
THEOREM 7.1. Let L s [ L be an infinite-dimensional N-graded LieiiG1
 :algebra of maximal class, and suppose L s L , L . Then one of the1 2
following holds:
 .i L ( M.
 .ii L ( K.
 .iii L ( W.
 .  .Since the Lie algebras in i ] ii are soluble, Theorem 1.7 is an immedi-
ate consequence.
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 :Let L be as in Theorem 7.1. We assume L / L , otherwise we have1
2 w xL ( M. Therefore LrL ( L [ L r L , L , where the second summand1 2 1 1
is non-zero. Since dim LrL2 s 2, we have dim L s dim L s 1, or L s 01 2 1
 :and dim L s 2. In the latter case we have L s [ L and L s L .2 2 i 2iG1
Assigning to L weight i we see that, again, L ( M. We can therefore2 i
assume dim L s dim L s 1. Finally, assuming L \ M and using the fact1 2
i iq1 w xthat dim L rL s 1 for all i G 2, we can obtain dim L s 1 and L , Li i 1
s L for all i G 2.iq1
Fix x g L and y g L . Then x is a uniform element, and L has a1 2 2
 : w x  .basis x, y , y , . . . such that L s y and y x s y i G 2 . Define2 3 i i i iq1
 .scalars l g F i, j G 2 byi, j
w xy y s l y .i j i , j iqj
Then, clearly
l q l s 0. 11 .i , j j , i
The Leibnitz rule for the derivation ad x yields
l s l q l . 12 .i , j iq1, j i , jq1
Applying the Jacobi identity for y , y , y we obtaini j k
l l q l l q l l s 0 J . 13 . .i , j iqj , k j , k jqk , i k , i kqi , j i , j , k
 .Clearly 12 yields a recursion formula of the form
l s l y l , 14 .iq1, j i , j i , jq1
and so the first row l in the array l determines all the other rows. By2, j i, j
 .repeated use of 14 we obtain
k
l k
l s y1 l . .iqk , j i , jql /l
ls0
Substituting i s 2, j s k q 2 we see that
k
l ky1 l s l s 0. . 2, kq2ql kq2, kq2 /l
ls0
This formula enables us to express l as a linear combination of its2, 2 kq2
predecessors l , . . . , l :2, 2 2, 2 kq1
ky1
ky ly1 k
l s y1 l . 15 .  .2, 2 kq2 2, kq2ql /l
ls0
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Obviously we have l s 0. Suppose, for the moment, that2, 2
l / 0.2, 3
y1 X  . w X x X w X X xLet a s l and define y s ay i G 2 . Then y x s y and y y s2, 3 i i i iq1 i j
lX yX where lX s al . Therefore lX s 1. Replacing y by yX we mayi, j iqj i, j i, j 2, 3 i i
assume
l s 1.2, 3
 .It now follows from 15 that l s 1. We now introduce three variables2, 4
a s l , b s l , g s l ,2, 5 2, 7 2, 9
 .and obtain equations in them. First, using 15 , we have
l s 2a y 1, l s 3 y 5a q 3b ,2, 6 2, 8
l s y17 q 28a y 14b q 4g .2, 10
 .This expresses the first row l j s 2, . . . , 10 in terms of a , b , g . Using2, j
 .  .14 we see that the array l i, j G 2, i q j F 12 has the following form:i, j
0, 1, 1, a , 2a y 1, b , 3 y 5a q 3b , g , y17 q 28a y 14b q 4g
y1, 0, 1 y a , 1 y a , 2a y b y 1, 5a y 2b y 3, 3 y 5a q 3b y g ,
17 y 28a q 14b y 3g
y1, a y 1, 0, 2 y 3a q b , 2 y 3a q b , y6 q 10a y 5b q g ,
y14 q 23a y 11b q 2g
ya , a y 1, y2 q 3a y b , 0, 8 y 13a q 6b y g , 8 y 13a q 6b y g
1 y 2a , y2a q b q 1, y2 q 3a y b , y8 q 13a y 6b q g , 0
yb , 3 y 5a q 2b , 6 y 10a q 5b y g , y8 q 13a y 6b q g
5a y 3b y 3, 5a y 3b q g y 3, y23a q 11b y 2g q 14
yg , 28a y 14b q 3g y 17
y28a q 14b y 4g q 17.
 .We now use the Jacobi identity 13 to obtain equations. The identity
J yields2, 3, 4
b a y 3 s 3 y 5a . 16 .  .
The identity J yields2, 3, 6
g 1 y 4a q b s 10a 2 y 6ab q 2a y 3b y 5. 17 .  .
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The identity J yields2, 4, 6
g 10 y 16a q 4b s 130a 2 y 92ab q 14b 2 y 158a q 56b q 48. .
18 .
 .  .  .Multiplying Eq. 17 by y2 , Eq. 18 by 1r2, and summing up the
results we obtain
3g s 45a 2 y 34ab q 7b 2 y 83a q 34b q 34. 19 .
 .Substitution in 17 yields
45a 2 y 34ab q 7b 2 y 83a q 34b q 34 1 y 4a q b . .
s 30a 2 y 18ab q 6a y 9b y 15. 20 .
 .Note that by 16 we have a / 3 and
3 y 5a
b s . 21 .
a y 3
 .  .3Substituting this in 20 and multiplying by a y 3 we obtain the equa-
tion
180a 6 y 1062a 5 q 2610a 4 y 3420a 3 q 2520a 2 y 990a q 162 s 0,
which can be factorized as follows:
518 10a y 9 a y 1 s 0. 22 .  .  .
 .We see that a has at most two possible values: 9r10 and 1.
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose l s 1 and l s a s 9r10. Then2, 3 2, 5
6 i y 2 ! j y 2 ! j y i .  .  .
l s for all i , j G 2,i , j i q j y 2 ! .
and L ( W.
Proof. For i, j G 2, let
6 i y 2 ! j y 2 ! j y i .  .  .
m s .i , j i q j y 2 ! .
 .First note that if e i G 1 is the standard basis for W, x s e , andi 1
 .  . w x w xy s i y 2 !e i G 2 , then we have y x s y and y y s m y fori i i iq1 i j i, j iqj
 .  .i, j G 2. Therefore m is a solution to Eqs. 11 ] 13 .i, j
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Now, by our assumption we have l s a s 9r10, and so l s m .2, 5 2, 5 2, 5
 .It follows by 14 that
l s m if i q j - 8.i , j i , j
Claim. Let c G 8 and suppose l s m for all i, j G 2 with i q j - c.i, j i, j
Then l s m for all i, j G 2 with i q j s c.i, j i, j
To prove the claim, it suffices to show that l s m since the2, cy2 2, cy2
 ..conclusion would then follow using 14 . It therefore suffices to show that
 .l is uniquely determined by l i q j - c .2, cy2 i, j
Suppose first that c is even.
 .  .Applying 15 for k s c y 4 r2 G 2 we can express l as a func-2, cy2
 .tion of l j F c y 3 . This proves the desired conclusion.2, j
 .Suppose now that c is odd so c G 9 .
The Jacobi identity J yields2, 3, cy5
l l q l l q l l s 0. 23 .2, 3 5, cy5 3, cy5 cy2, 2 cy5, 2 cy3, 3
Note that in this equation, l , l , l are known i.e., they lie in2, 3 3, cy5 cy5, 2
 4.the array l : i q j - c , while l , l , l are known. Seti, j 5, cy5 cy2, 2 cy3, 3
 .t s l . Applying 14 we can write2, cy2
l
l s y1 t q a , .l , cyl l
 4  .where a depend on l : i q j s c y 1 . Therefore 23 gives rise to al i, j
linear equation in t. Using the fact that c is odd, we see that the
coefficient of t in this equation is
b s yl y l q l s ym y m y m .2, 3 3, cy5 cy5, 2 2, 3 3, cy5 2, cy5
Note that m ) 0 for all i - j. Therefore we have b - 0 recall thati, j
.  .c G 9 . In particular, the coefficient of t in 23 is non-zero, so t s l2, cy2
is uniquely determined.
This completes the proof of the claim.
The lemma now follows immediately by induction on c.
LEMMA 7.3. Suppose l s 1 and l s a s 1. Then L ( K.2, 3 2, 5
Proof. The arguments are similar to those of the previous proof. For
i, j G 2 define n s 0 if i, j G 3 or i s j s 2, and n s yn s 1 fori, j 2, j j, 2
j G 3. We shall show that l s n for all i, j, from which the requiredi, j i, j
conclusion follows. Clearly, the numbers n satisfy our basic equationsi, j
 .  .11 ] 13 . Since l s a s 1 s n we see that2, 5 2, 5
l s n if i q j - 8.i , j i , j
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Claim. Let c G 8 and suppose l s n for all i, j G 2 with i q j - c.i, j i, j
Then l s n for all i, j G 2 with i q j s c.i, j i, j
Again, it suffices to show that l is uniquely determined by l2, cy2 i, j
 .  .i q j - c . If c is even, this follows from 15 . So suppose c is odd, and
 .consider Eq. 23 above. Setting t s l , and following the arguments2, cy2
 .of the preceding proof, we can regard 23 as a linear equation in t, in
which the coefficient of t is
b s yl y l q l s yn y n y n .2, 3 3, cy5 cy5, 2 2, 3 3, cy5 2, cy5
We see that b s y2, so t is uniquely determined. This proves the claim.
It now follows that l s n for all i, j, as required.i, j i, j
It remains to deal with the case l s 0.2, 3
LEMMA 7.4. Suppose l s 0. Then L ( M.2, 3
Proof. We have to show that l s 0 for all i, j G 2. This is clear ifi, j
i q j - 6. So suppose c G 6 and l s 0 whenever i, j G 2 and i q j - c.i, j
We shall show that l s 0 for all i, j G 2 with i q j s c. If c is even thisi, j
 .follows immediately from 15 . So suppose c is odd, say c s 2k q 1
 .  . ik G 3 . Since l s y1 l , it suffices to show that l s 0.i, cyi 2, cy2 2, cy2
Suppose this is not the case. Then, by suitably changing the basis of L we
can assume that
l s 1.2, cy2
This implies
i
l s y1 , .i , cyi
 .  .  .by 14 . Now 15 with k y 1 instead of k yields
l s k y 1.2, cy1
The Jacobi identity J yields2, 3, cy3
l s l l s 0.2, c 3, cy3 c , 2
 .Now, by 15 we have
1k k
l s kl y k y 1 q 1 s k k y 1 1 y 2k . 24 .  .  .  .2, cq1 2, c  /  /2 3 6
Next, the identity J gives l l q l l s 0, namely2, 3, cy2 3, cy2 cq1, 2 cy2, 2 c, 3
1 k k y 1 1 y 2k k y 3 s 0. .  .  .6
This implies k F 3. Recall that we have k G 3, so it remains to deal with
the case k s 3, c s 7.
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 .  .Let a s l . Then we find, using 15 , that l s 4a q 28. By 14 ,2, 9 2, 10
 .the array l i, j G 2, i q j F 12 is as follows:i, j
0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 0, y5, a , 4a q 28
0, 0, y1, y1, 2, 5, ya y 5, y3a y 28
0, 1, 0, y3, y3, a q 10, 2a q 23
y1, 1, 3, 0, ya y 13, ya y 13
y2, y2, 3, a q 13, 0
0, y5, ya y 10, a q 13
5, a q 5, y2a y 23
ya , 3a q 28
y4a y 28.
Now, the Jacobi identity J yields y4a y 10 s 0, so a s y5r2. On2, 3, 6
 .the other hand, the identity J gives 5 y4a y 28 s 0, namely a s y7.2, 3, 7
This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
The proofs of Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 1.7 are now complete.
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